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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses (1) the tasks of the change

agent, (2) the different dimensions of ,hoice the administrator has
in specifying the change agent role/ and (3) the optimally specified
role. A change agent must establish a relationship with a client
system, diagnose the client system, select the correct helping role,
determine change objectives, deal with resistance to change, and
maintain the changes. Within each of these tasks, the administrator
can choose a change agent from inside or from outside his
organization, can select a single-person change agent or a team, and
can decide whether the change agent is similar to members of the
client system in attributes or different with respect to certain
traits. The optimum change agent role employs the team concept, uses
both internal and external personnel, and utilizes agents with
greater similarity to other members. (RA)
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An initial consideration in designing a program for

educational change is the specification of the type of change

agent to be utilized. Although there has been some discussion

in the literature on the change-agent role (See Lippitt, Watson

and Westley, 1958; Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971), there has been

little discussion on the kinds of choices the administrator

faces in specifying the change-agent role. Although the issues

raised in this discussion should hold true for most organizational

settings, specific reference will be made to the characteristics

of educational systems.

This paper will thus discuss (1) the tasks of the change-

agent; (2) the different dimensions of choice the administrator

has in specifying the change-agent role; (3) the optimally

specified change-agent role,

Tasks ofjhe Chagleppnt

lefore we can focus on the different dimensions of choice

that the administrator has in specify'ng the change-agent role,

it is necessary to present our definition of the change-agent

and then to state the various tasks that the change-agent may

carry out. ,Change has been defined as the process by which

31teration occurs in the structure of a social system (Rogers,

1963). Utilizing this definition of change, a change agent is

defined as follows: a ch.nut anent is an individual whose task



is to alter the structure end functioning of 6 social sys;.ew, in

this discussion, we will be elaborating upon Lippitt et ala'

(1958: 91-126) discussion on the change agent's role.

5stablishinaaRelationship with Cliept System

One of the first tasks that the change-agent faces is to

establish a relationship with the change target or client system.

In establishing this relationship, there are several things the

change-agent must do: First, the client system has to acknowledge

him and view him as legitimate in the change-agent role. The

main issue here is simply -- does the change target or client

system perceive him as a competent individual whose task is to

help them alter in some fashion the structure and functioning of

their organizatiwi? Thus, the change-agent is faced with the task

of iproving himself" and demonstrating that he has some abilities

and competences.

Secoffdly, in establishing a relationship with the client

system, the change agent shares his expectations about the ehange

process, end he must also find out what the client system expects

in terms of some change. This sharing of expectations is important

for several reasons; (I) By sharing his expectations about the

change process with the client system, the client system gets LI

better ideaabout what the change agent feels he may be able to ilelp

the client system accomplish and hlso the change agert's method of

operation. Understanding the change agent's methods is iwpwfant,



so that the client is aware of the kinds of demands (access to

people, information, etc.) the change-agent might make; (2) By

finding out the expectations of the client system, the change-

agent is better able to correct any unrealistic expectations on

the part of the client system regarding change that could lead

to a feeling of failure and frustration when these expectations

were not met euring the change process,

Thirdly, in establishing a relationship, adequate sanction

must be given to the change-agent. What is the basis for power

for the change agenc,? Does the charge-agent have some formal base

of power from the client system, or does he have just the

expertise or legitimate power base to operate from? The power base

is important for the change-agent as it is the means by which he

must influence members of the client system.

Gjagnolis

A 'acond major task the change-agent must perform is the

diagnosis of the client system,in order that he can better under-

stand the issues surrounding ti.e c-,ange the client system is

mitem)lating. It is at this )int that the change-agant faces

the pi)blem of being locked i-to the client's perception of the

change situation. In interacting with the contect ?erson in the

client system, such as a schoci superintedent, the change-agent

will get one pe spective on th .. charge issue. It is necessary

that the change agent also independently collects some data in the
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system to ascertain from a representative sample of organizational

oembers thelv pereeptiem ef et least he following issues; (l) the

change issue, (2) the need for change in the system, (3) the

openness to change in the system, (4) the resources available for

change, (5) the commitment of the members and powers that be to

making the changes and working through the difficulties that are

likely to arise as the change is implemented. This will give the

change-agent much more systematic and complete data to plan and

carry oet his other tasks as a change-agent.

In performing this diagnostic phase, there are a variety of

methods by which data can be collected. The change-agent can just

observe organizational members performing their roles, he can

interview a variety of participants, and he can collect much more

comprehensive data by using questionnaires such ae Duncan's (1971)

ctimate for change questionnaire. This instrument surveys

organizational members' perception of (1) the need for change;

(2) the openness to change; (3) the potential for change in the

system.

Selecting. the Correct Helpiu_Role
4w. a. a. a. a . 114 IA =1.,.

Once the diagnosis has been completed, the change-ager.;. is

ready to make his first major intervention by feeding back the

results of the diagnosis. The feedback of the diagnosis can be

an unfreezing mechanism (Schein et al, 1968) for the system to

open it up to consdering some changes. It: thus, is at this point

5



that the change-agent has to decide what type of helping role he

is going to perform. There are a variety of different types of

helping roles the change-agent can fill (Lippitt et al, 1958);

(1) He can play the expert role where he provides direct solutions

to the client system; (2) He can play a catalyst role where he

becomes an advocate of the change and puts pressure on the system

to make these changes; (3) He can play more the role of the process

consultant (Schein, 1969:9) where he works with the client system

to help them interpret the feedback from the diagnosis and

better learn to perceive, understand and act upon process events

(work flow, interpersonal relations, intergroup relations) which

occur in the c 'ent's environment.

ppterTin Chalme .0blect ives

Once the feedback of the diagnosis has taken place and

the client system with the change-agent has decided whdt kind of

helping role he will play, the specific objectives of the change

program can be determined. The specific issues here are; What is

the nature and scope of the chaneeprogram going to be? Who are

the people that are going to be affected by the change? What

exactly is the change program trying to change -- attitudes,

values, beliefs or behavior? Whom are the leverage points (Lippitt

et al, 1958:100) i.e., the persons or subgroups that change-agent

shpuld work directly with if he is to have some impact on the system?
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Another important component of the change-egent role is to

continue to help the client system unfreeze, so that it does

become open to change. Thus, dealing with resistance to change is

a task the change-agent must accomplish here, There are several

things that can be done here; (1) Find out what the sources of

resistance are; (2) try and reduce these sources of resistance

rather than putting more pressure on the system to change.

Resistance can be reduced by the change-agent by; (1) involving

members of the client system in the determination of the change

objects; (2) finding out client members perception of the

anticipated changes in order to see if there are any misunder-

standings about the change program; (3) trying to anticipate

sources of rt%'_1-ence on the part of the client system and thus

address these before the client system can mobilize them;

(4) pointing out the long run benefits of the change to the system

and how they outweigh' any immediate probiems (See Watson, 1966).

Here the change-agent is pointing out the relative advantage of

the change (i.e., getting the client to perceive the change as

a better way of operating than they now are) and compatibility of

the change with the client system (Rogers and Shoema//er, 1971:167).

ppip,ten.ance.of the_qhanes

A final task that t1-1 c7hange-agent is faced with is how to

maintain or refreeze the change into the ongoing structure and



and function of t.he ciient system. it ;s at this point in the

cycle that many change attempts falter. A change or innovation is

introduced intc system and perhaps makes sor,s, ;mmediate !mpact,

but then in a short time the change has been washed out and has

disappeared. The maintenance of change task then is important

from two perspectives; First, from the perspective of the client

system, it is important if there is some concern for obtaining

long tern change; secondly, from the perspective of the change-

agent, this maintenance issue is important as it can help him

decide when to terminate or leave his change-agent role.

In trying tu enhance the maintenance of change in a system,

there are several strategies open to the change-agent. First, and

perhaps the best strategy, is to attempt to institutionalize the

change process. The institutionalization of change as Duncan and

Radnor (1972) have discussed it is the development of a set of

shared, learned norms among members in the system that define the

new change or innovation, let's say the open class room concept,

as a legitimate aspect of carrying out one's role as a teacher.

This institutionalization process focuses on both the individual

us well as the structure of the client system. It focuses on the

individual in that it emphasizes the legitimacy of the new change

and creates the expectation among organizational members that this

change (i.e., the open classroom approach) is part of one's job

definition and that one should expect to carry this activity out



in his role. This institutionalization process also focuses on

the structure of the organization in that it creates a set of role

expectations on the part of organizational members that supports

change. Thus, this institutional:lation operates on the Individual

to change his values, attitudes, and behavior to create change

and then supports and reinforces this change by other organizational

members where role expectations are congruent with the change.

Secondly, the c.ange-agent can remain in the client system

and provide some support to system members and provide help to

them as they work through some of the difficulties they may

experience as they implement the change. For example, if a school

had adopted the open classroom concept of teaching, the change

could remain in the client system for some specific time period and

meet at the client's request to discuss adoption problems when

they arose.

In any event, the change-agent if always faced with a

difficult choice in deciding when to terminate as e change-agent

with the client system. There is always the potential problem of

the change fading out when the change-agent is not around to

provide some support and expertise in dealing with problems.

We have nold very briefly discussed some of the tasks the

change-agent must perform. ft should be emphasized that although

these different tasks of the ch e. ge-agent have been discussed

sequentially, they do, in fact, overlap and complement each other.



For those who are interested in a more complete discussion of

various aspects of the change-agent's role, see Chris Argyris

(1971) .Intervention;TheRry_anctice, Neil Davey (1971)

The External Consultant's Role in Oropizational_Shams, Ronald

Lippitt et al (1958) 2112_12xnamips of Planned Chan e, Everett

Rogers and F. Floyd Shoemaker, (1971) Cbmmurlication of_inhoyations

and Edgar Schein (1969) Process Consultation.

DIMENSIONS OF CHOICE IN SPECIFYING THE CHANGE-AGENT ROLE

In this section, we will focus on some of the dimensions

the educational administrator can choose from in specifying the

change-agent role. In other words, when the administrator is

deciding on a change-agent,what are some of the dimensions he

should consider?

In this short discussion, we will focus on three dimensions;

(1) Whether the change agent is an actual member of the client

system (i.e internal) or whether he is same one from outside

the client system (i.e. external) that has been called into the

client system; (2) Whether the change-agent is a single person

or a team of change-agents are used; (3) Whether the change-

agent as Rogers and Bhowmik (1971) have indicated is similar to

members of the client system in attributes (homophilous) or is

different with respeet to certain traits (heterophilous). Is the

change-agent perceived by the client system as being representative
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lf tr OT more in ,n fltist rol?

Our procedure here will be to take each of the six tasks of

the change-agent and for each one discuss the relative

advantage that each aspect of these three dimensions (i.e.,

internal vs. external change-agent) has on the particular task.

This process is summarized in Table I which relates the different

dimensions to the change-agent tasks and identifies by a "+"

or a "-" the advantage - disadvantage aspect of a dimension.

"N/D" means that on that particular change-agent task no distinct

advantage can be given to one of the other aspects the

dimension.

ESTA3I..1,SHING A RELATIONSHIP WITH THE CLIENT SYSTEM

teal vs. Externs], pl.arlapjlt

A continuing choice dilemma for the administrator is whether

to select a change-agent from within the target school system or

select an external change-agent. The external change-agent may

have the advartage in both being acknowledged and in sharing

expectations. The external change-mgent is "being called in" and

thus comes in as an outside expert with certain skills to be made

available to the client system. On the other hand, the internal

change-agent is a member of the client system who is temporarily

occupying the change-agent role. It is somewhat more difficu)t

for him to establish himself as the expert given his other roles
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TABLE I: Analysis of Change-Agent Dimensions
of Specification and Change-Agent Tasks

maaaa

Tasks of The
Change-Agent

I. Establishment of a Relationship
A) Acknowledgement viewed as

legitimate
8) Sharing of expectations

0 Change-agent view and
methods lf operation

2) Client stem expectations
C) Sanction pc,wer base of chan.a-

agent
H. Diagnosis

A) Understanding what problem
change issue is

B) Independent date collection
l) Change issue
2) Need for change
3) Openness to change
4) Resources available to

change
5) Commitment to change

C) Methods that can be used in
diagnosis
1) Observation
2) Interview
3) Collect questionnaire data

III. Select Correct Helping Role
A) Feedback of diagnosis
B) Playing different helping roles

I) Expert
2) Catalyst nole
3) Process consultant

IV. Determining Change Objectives
A) Nature, scope, involvement

V. Dealing with Resistance
A) Identifying sources
B) Understanding clients* perception
C) Anticipate sources of resistance
D) Identify.long run benefits

VI. Maintenance of Change
A) Institutionalizing change
B) Internal support
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in the system (Scurrah et al, 1971). Although the external change-

agent is seen as an outsider, it is still likely that he will be

in a better position to establish himself as he is likely to be

seen as more objective end thus more pr fessionel.

In the sharing of expectations with the client system,

the external' change-agent is again given the advantage. He is

seen as bei 1 more objective and professional,and thus his motives

folL involvement as a change-agent are less open to suspicion by the

client system. The internal change-agent on the other hand is an

insider and may be seen as having more of a stake in the change,

so his objectivity and motives can be questioned. Also, because

the external change-agent is seen as more objective, members of

the client system are likely to be more open in sharing their

expectations concerning the change program.

With respect to the sanction or power base of the change-

agent, it would appear that again the external change-agent has

the advantage. There are several different bases of power such

as reward, coercive, expert, referrent, or legitimate as French

and Raven (1959) have defined. it would appear that even if the

change-agent, eit' internal or external, had some formal power

(reward and coercive) that the external change-agent could also

more likely develop some additional power base by being seen as

an expert and, as pointed out above, more legitimate than the

internal change-agent. Thus, it appears that the external change-



agent would have a broader base of influence over the client

system.

vs..plarlo:tgent Tep9

The change-agent team is likely to have the advantage in

being seen es legitimate. Because there are several change-

agents, the client system is more likely to see them as bringing

more skills and expertise to bare on the change issue than a single

change-agent could. In the sharing of expectations, no relative

advantage is seen between the single vs. changeagent team.

The only potential problem might be for the change-agent team.

It is important that the change-agent team be sure they are

consistent among themselves concerning the expectations they

commuidcate to the client system. If there were some inconsistencies

in expectations communicated, these could cause some ambiguity

among client system members as to just whit the change-agents were

trying to accomplish.

With respect to the power base of the change-agent, it would

appear that the aange-agent team would have the advantage.

Because of the brceder skills that they could bring to the client

system, it would be possible for them to develop a broader power

base to include expert and legitimate power. This would be In

addition to any formal power they might have.



Lismaililous vs. Heteraphilous chanAllimat

As Rogers and Bhowmik (197)) have Indicated, homophily-

heterophily Is conterned with the relationship betweeft source

and receiver In a communication exchang3. They have indicated

that'when communicators share common meanings, attitudes, beliefs,

etc. (they are homophilous),commuracation is likely to be more

effective (Rogers and Bhowmik (1971: 529), in heterophilous

relationships, the interaction is iikely to cause some message

distortion, some restriction of communication channels, etc. (See

p. 529). These findings provide the administrator with a dilemma

in that often the chenge-agent is seen as somewhat different

than the client system which can lead to a heterophilous type of

relationship.

With respect to acknowledgement and being seen as legitimate

in the change-agent role, it may be that the heterophilous change-

agent has the advantage. This is likely if he is perceived as

different, because ha Is seen a$ being an expert in the particular

area in which the organization is considering some changes. It

may be that the change-agent can be most influential here if he

is perceived as heterophilous in the sense of being an expert

while at the same time he is seen as sharing many of same attitudes,

values and beliefs of the client system.

The heterophilous change-agent might be more successful in

communicating his views to the client if he is seen as an expert.



Again, ie s likely to be seen as more iegitimate in this role

than ju5.t "another member" oL the client system. This saae

argumem holds in expliining why the heterophilous change agent

might get a more open sharing of the client's expectations

regarding the change.

With respect to sanction or power base, there does not

appear to be a clear advantage for either the homophilous or

heterophilous change-agent. Given that both of them would have

some form& base of power from the client system, there would be

some trade offs on the other bases of power. For example, the

heterophilous change-agent could establish some power if he was

perceived as being an expert. On the other hand, the homophilous

change-agent could establish some referent power as.client system

members would perhaps be better able to identify with him given

their perception of their similarity to him.

DIAGNOSIS

In.tergal vs. External ChaggemArnt

In looking at this dimension under diagnosis in Table I, there

appears to be no overall advantage for either the internal or

external change-agent in understanding the change issue that the

client system has identified. The external change-agent has more

objectivity in looking at the organization and can take a more

flexible approach to understanding the change issue. On the other

hand, the internal change-agent, because he is a member of the
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client system, is likely to be more involved in the change

is,sue and thus may be more biased in his perceptions. However,

being a member of the client system might initially provide

the internal change-agent with more information concerning the

change issue.

In terms of independently collecting data in the client

system, again there are trade offs between the internal and

external agent. In collecting data about the change issue, the

perception of tlient members of the need for change in the

system, openness to change, and commitment to change, the

external change-agent may have the advantage. Because he is not

a member of the system, he is likely to be seen as more objective

and as not having any vested interest in the change. Thus, client

system members might feel safer to confide in him. With respect

to identifying resources available for change, both have some

advantages. The internal change-agent knogs the system better and

possibly,
so at least initially, has a more thorough understanding

of the resources available. However, the external change-agent,

because of his expertise, might be able to help the client system

develop more resources for change. For example, an external

consultant may be able to do some team building sessions with the

ant system to help them improve their interpersonal relation-

ships which could Hien help them interact more effectively

(Beckhard, 1969).
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In utilizing different data collection methods during the

diagnosis, there are again trade-offs between the internal and

amkernal change...agent. With respect to ebservation of the day

to day activities of the client system, the internal change-

agent would have the advantage. He is a member of the system and

would be less conspicuous than an outsider trying to observe.

In using interviews of client system members, the external change-

agent, if perceived as an expert, would have the advantage.

Perceived as an expert, he would more likely be seen as more

objective than the internal change-agent and respondents would

have the tendency to be more open with him. In utilizing

questionnaire data collection, neither change-agent here is

seen as having a particular advantage.

SiDIOLSY.!s. ChaP9P-A9ent Team

In all aspects of the diagnostic function, the change-

agent team is seen as having a distinct advantage over the single

change-agent. The change-agent team simply is likely to have

more skills available and through a division of labor can more

comprehensively carry out the varoous tasks under the diagnostic

function.

Homophilous vs. Heterophilous Change -A2ent
a.

This dimension focuses on the relationship between the change -

agent and the client system concerning how similar (homophilous)



the client system perceive; the 1:flange-agent to be on otiArudes,

beliefs, etc., with them. As Rogers and Bhowmik (1971) indicate,

the more homophilous the relationship the more effective the

communication between the parties. Thus, it appears that in

the diagnostic stage where communication between the client

system and the change-agent is critical, a more homophilous

change-agent is going to have the advantage. He is going to

be able to communicate much more effectively with the client

system, so his diagnosis is potentially going to be more accurate.

The conclusion thus is that the more similar the change-agent

can be perceived by the client system in terms of attitudes,

values, beliefs, and appearance, the more effective will be

his interaction with the client system. Even if the change-agent

is seen as an expert which may make him heterophilous in one sense,

heshould be similar along this other dimension. He should

empathize with the client system which will make him more

homophilous at ;east social-psychologically (Rogers and Bhowmik,

1971:535).

SELECTING"THE CORR_UTJWING ROLE

Internalys. External_Cpaage:822pt

There are two tasks here, (1) feeding back the diagnosis

to the client system, (2) selecting the actual helping role. In

feeding back the diagnosis, the external change-agent seems to

have the advantage. He is not a member of the client system, so

1 9
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again he is likely to be perceived as objective and as having

less of a motive for biasing the feedback. A bias could be

ascribed to an internal change-agent who might be identified

with certain factions in the client system.

In terms of filling any of the different roles of expert,

catalyst or process consultant, neither internal or external

change-agent has a clear advantage. The external change-agent

who is called into the organization is going to have an easier

time playing the role of the expert. He has usually had specialized

training and is more clearly perceived as an expert. On the other

hand, the internal change-agent is, in a sense, just another

member of the system. Thus, it is going to be more difficult

for him to establish himself as the expert.

In filling the role of the catalyst or e4vocate for change,

there doesn't seem to be a clear advantage to either the internal

or external agent. The external agent is seen as the expert, and

he can use this power base in trying to win support. On the other

hand, the internal change-agent is an on going member of the

system, so he can play the advocate role indefinitely.

In filling the process consultant role, it appears that the

external change-agent has the advantage. His potential of being

seen as objective and neutral will facilitate his ability to

help the client to perceive, understand and act upon process

events (interpersonal relationsv communications, intergroup
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relatitnis) which occur in the client system (Schein, 1969:9).

vs.._Charma-Alent Team

Once again as indicated in Table I, the change-agent team,

because of the greater resources and potential for division of

labor, is seen as being more effective for feeding back the

diagnosis and in s iecting the correct helping role. For example,

the clear advantage of the change-agent team might rest in its

ability to have different members play the expert, catalyst and

process consultant roles. This approach would be much more

comprehensive than what a singlc-agent could perform in occupying

just one of the change-agent roles.

Homophiloys vs. Hetermlays.0,20.2:Asent

In feeding back the diagnosis, the more homophilous change-

agent might have the advantage as he can communicate more

effectively with the client system. There would be, at least

initially, more openness to the more homophilous change-agent.

In playing the different helping roles, the advantages

again seem to favor the more homophilous change-agent. In piaying

the expert role, catalyst role, or process consultant role which

creates some heterophily, the more the change-agent can be similar

in other attitudes, values, beliefs, appearance, the better the

communication between him and the client system. Playing any of

these roles may create some heterophily, but as long as the change-
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agent is similar on these other dimensions and empathizes with

the client system, the more the change-agent will be perceived as

homophilous.

KEJERMINING NGJ. OBJECTIVES

Internal vs. External Chaue,:822nt
.41 ;b.... .0.

In determining the nature and scope of the change program,

we ere concerned with such things as: Who is going to be affected

by the change program? Who are the influential people in the

client system that the change-agent should focus on in his

influence attempts? Both the internal and external change-agent

have advantages here. The internal change-agent has some clear

advantages in that he knows the system well and should be in a

position to know the key influential people in the client system

who might be the initial change targets. These individuals could

then be used as allies by the change-agent. On the other hand, the

external change-agent with special training and prior experience

and potentially a more objective view of the client system may be

in a better position to determine the nature and scope of the

change within the client system,

Chp.up.-Agept_Team

Again, the change-agent team with its potential greater

resources and division of labor should be more efficient than

the single change-agent in determining the scope and objectives
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of the change program.

HomoRhilous vs. Heterophilous Charue-Agent

The homophilous change-agent is-seen-es being more effective

in determining the scope, nature and involvement in the change

program. This is based on the more effective communication flow

this type of change-agent is predicted as having with the client

system. The homophilous change-agent is simply likely to get

more accurate and valid data from the client system.

PE.MI.NAMTH..RP.1..§MCIP_SMOOE

Internal vs External Change:Agent

The internal change-agent might have some advantages in

dealing with resistance. He Isa member of the client system.

so he is in a potentially better position to identify those people

or groups who might be resisters. Also, because he at least shares

some values and norms in common with system members, he is in a

better position to understand how clients may perceive the

change. As Watson (1966) has indicated, resistance can often be

reduced if the change-agent can anticipate sources of resistance

or deal with misunderstandings about the change issue when they

arise. The internal change-agent by virtue of his membership in

the system is potentially in a better psition to do this.

lo identifying the long run benefits of the change to the

system, neither the internal or external agent has a clear
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advantage. The Internal change-agent has initially more in depth

knowledge about the client and should be able to point out ways

that the change can be useful to the organization. On the other

hand, the external change-agent can bririg his experience from

other systems to bare Lad thus point out long run benefits that

client system members may never have thought about.

Sig9le vs. Chans:Agent Team

From a resource standpoint, the change-agent team is again

seen as being more effective.

Homophilous vs. Heterophjlous Chanse-ARenS

From Table I it can agaim be seen that the homophilous

change agent is seen as potentially being more effective in dealing
the

resistance. This is due to the fact thatAhomophilous change-

agent can more effectively communicate with the client system.

mA 1..NTE.N.9C.E_P.F...S11A0 GE.

Internal vs. External chanasaAseq

In trying to institutionalize the change which is the

development of a set of shared learned norms supporting the change,

neither the internal or external change-agent has the advantage.

The external change-agent can provide the expertise that helped

the system initially make the change, but then an internal change-

agent is required to help generate support internally to the

system. Minimum involvement is required by members of the client
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system if institutionalization is desired. It is only in this

manner that mutually reinforcing role expectations suppovting

the charge can be developed.

In trying to just maintain internal support for the change,

the internal change agent is an ongoing member of the system

rather than a temporary member as the external change-agent

and thus has a clear advantage in providing continuing support

and reinorcement for change to the client system.

Singie vs. Chanse-A9ent Team

Agern the change-agent team, due to its potential resources,

is seen as having a clear advantage over the single change-

ageL

Homoph ilous vs . pp te.roph plaue-Aqent

In maintaining change, the homophilous change-agent is

seen as having a clear advantage. Because of his similarity to

client system members, his communication with them is Improved.

Also, because he is perceived as being similar to client system

members and thus communicates more effectively, he is better
them it

able to persuadeAto change and then maintainA(Rogers and

Bhowmik, l97l534). Also, the perceived similarity of the change-

agent facilitates identification of client system members with

him and his views. This can faciiitate not only the change process

(Schein et a), 1968), but also the refreezing process as the
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homophilous change-agent is likely to be seen as more supportive

and a more credible source of reinforcement for the change itself.

OPTIMALLY SpECIFIED_CHANGE:AGENT ROLE

Having discussed the various dimensions along which the

change-agent role can be specified, what conclusions can the

administrator maAe7 In reviewing Table I, it is clear that no

dimension has a clear advantage in performing the six tasks of

the change-agent,

However, from the above disucssion, it appears that we

could specify the ideal change-agent as follows:

1) From Table I it can be recalled that the

ch.an.22ent team had,in general,a clear

advantage over the single change-a§ent. This

was due to the fact that the team simply

had the potential for having more resources

and a better division of labor.

2) The composition of this team should consist of:

A) An ipternal and external change-a2eq.

_The external change-agent brings a certain

degree of objectivity and broader

perspective to the client system. An

internal change-agent can compliment
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this with his understanding of the

system. The internal change-agent is

also, by virtue of being in the system,

in a better position to help maintain

the changes that take place.

B) In general, the more homor ilous the

change-agent the more effc..tive he will

be. The more homophilous change-agent

can communicate more effectively with

the client system and is -hus likely

to have a broader base of power, i.e.,

referent, legitimate, than a heterophilous

change-agent. Even if the change-agent

is an expert, which might make him initally

heterophilous, if he can empathize with

the client system, he will be seen as

less heterophilous and more homophilous.
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